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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

e

Listing of Claims:

1 . (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

partitioning a cover image into non-overlapping blocks:

generating a key;

spatially dispersing a waterm ark symbol utilizing the key;

inserting a the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the cover image utilizing a

Walsh transform and tho key ; and

extracting the watermark symboJ from the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and

2. (Original) The method of claim 1 , wherein generating the key includes

generating a. pseudo-random number.

3. (Original) The method of claim 2, wherein the key is a private key.

4. (Original) The method of claim I, wherein the watermark symbol is a logo.

5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein partitioning [[a]] the cover

image includes partitioning the cover image into non-overlapping blocks of equal size.

6. (Original) The method of claim 5, further comprising:

defining blocks having small variance values as homogenous blocks; and

defining blocks having mid-variance values as mid-variance blocks.

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 6, further comprising[[:]] A spatially

dioporoingthe watermark symbol utilizing tho-koy; and selecting homogenous blocks and mid-

variance blocks.
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8. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 7, wherein inserting the watermark

symbol into the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and the key includes inserting bits of

the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the homogenous and mid-variance blocks of the

cover image utilizing a Walsh transform*

9. (Original) The method of claim 8, wherein extracting the watermark symbol from

the cover image includes extracting bits of the spatially dispersed watermark symbol from the

homogenous and mid-variance blocks of the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and the

key.

10. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

an integrated circuit; and

a processor included with the integrated circuit to implement operations including:

partitioning a cover image into non-overlapping blocks:

generating a key;

spatially dispersing a watermark symbol utilizing the kev:

inserting [[a]] the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the cover image utilizing a

Walsh transform and tho key ; and

extracting the watermark symbol from the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and

the key.

1 1 . (Original) The apparatus ofclaim 1 0, wherein generating the key includes

generating a pseudo-random number utilizing a shift-register circuit.

12. (Original) The apparatus ofclaim 1 1, wherein the key is a private key.

13. (Original) The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the watermark symbol is a logo.

14. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 1 0, wherein partitioning [(a]] the

cover image includes partitioning the cover image into non-overlapping blocks ofequal size.
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15. (Original) The apparatus ofclaim 1 4, wherein the processor further performs the

operations of:

defining blocks having small variance values as homogenous blocks; and

defining blocks having mid-variance values as mid-variance blocks.

16. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 1 5, wherein the processor further

performs the operations of[[:]] apntially dioporsing the watermark symbol- utilizing-tho key; and

selecting homogenous blocks and mid-variance blocks.

1.7. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein inserting the

watermark symbol into the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and tho key includes

inserting bits of the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the homogenous and mid-variance

blocks of the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform.

1 8. (Original) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein extracting the watermark symbol

from the cover image includes extracting bits of the spatially dispersed watermark symbol from

the homogenous and mid-variance blocks of the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and the

key.

19 (Currently Amended) A machine-readable medium of a storage device having

tangibly stored thereon instructions, which when executed by a machine, cause the

machine to perform the following operations comprising:

partitioning a cover image into non -overlapping blocks:

generating a key;

spatially dispersing a watermark symbol utilizing the key:

inserting [[a]] the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the cover image utilizing a

Walsh transform and tho key ; and

extracting the watermark symbol from the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and

the key.
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20. (Original) The machine-readable medium ofclaim 19, wherein generating the

key includes generating a pseudo-randorn number.

21 . (Original) The machine-readable medium of claim 20, wherein the key is a

private key.

22. (Original) The machine-readable medium of claim 1 9y wherein the watermark

symbol is a logo.

23. (Currently Amended) The machine-readable medium of claim 19, wherein

partitioning [[a]] the cover image includes partitioning the cover image into non-overlapping

blocks of equal size.

24. (Original) The machine-readable medium ofclaim 23, further comprising:

defining blocks having small variance values as homogenous blocks; and

defining blocks having mid-variance values as mid-variance blocks.

25. (Currently Amended) The machine-readable medium ofclaim 24, further

comprising^:]]* spatially dispersing tho watermark symbol utilising the key; and selecting

homogenous blocks and mid-variance blocks.

26. (Currently Amended) The machine-readable medium of claim 25, wherein

inserting the watermark symbol into the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and th e- key

includes inserting bits of the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the homogenous and

mid-variance blocks of the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform.

27. (Original) The machine-readable medium ofclaim 26, wherein extracting the

watermark symbol from the cover image includes extracting bits of the spatially dispersed

watermark symbol from the homogenous and mid-variance blocks ofthe cover image utilizing a

Walsh transform and the key.

28. (Currently Amended) A system comprising:
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a first image processor to perform operations including:

partitioning a cover image into non-overlapping blocks;

generating a key;

spatially dispersing a watermark symbo l utilizing the key;

inserting [[a]] the spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the cover image

utilizing a Walsh transform and the key; and

a second image processor to perform operations including extracting the watermark

symbol from the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and the key,

29. (Original) The system of claim 28, wherein generating the key includes

generating a pseudo-random number utilizing a shift-register circuit.

30. (Original) The system of claim 29, wherein the key is a private key.

31 . (Original) The system of claim 28, wherein the watermark symbol is a logo.

32. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 28, wherein partitioning [[a]] the

cover image includes partitioning the cover image into non-overlapping blocks ofequal size.

33. (Original) The system of claim 32, wherein the first image processor further

performs the operations of:

defining blocks having small variance values as homogenous blocks; and

defining blocks having mid-variance values as mid-variance blocks.

34. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 33, wherein the first image processor

further performs the opcration[[s]] of[[0] spatial ly disposing the watermark symbol utilizing tho

key; and selecting homogenous blocks and mid-variance blocks.

35. (Currently Amended) The system ofclaim 34, wherein inserting the watermark

symbol into the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform ond the key includes inserting bits of
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ihe spatially dispersed watermark symbol into the homogenous and mid-variance blocks ofthe

cover image utilizing a Walsh transform.

36. (Original) The system ofclaim 35, wherein extracting the watermark symbol

from the cover image includes extracting bits of the spatially dispersed watermark symbol from

the homogenous and mid-variance blocks of the cover image utilizing a Walsh transform and the

key-
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